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Abstract

Many studies have been conducted concerning curiosity, a type
of intrinsic motivation in humans and artificial agents. How-
ever, the specifics of the correspondence between curiosity in
humans and artificial agents have not yet been fully explained.
This study examines this correspondence on the Adaptive Con-
trol of Thought–Rational (ACT-R) cognitive architecture by
exploring situations in which curiosity effectively promotes
learning. We prepared three models of path planning, rep-
resenting different levels of thinking, and had them learn in
multiple-breadth maze environments while manipulating the
curiosity strength. The results showed that curiosity in learn-
ing an environment negatively affected the model with a shal-
low level of thinking. However, it positively affected the model
with a deliberative level of thinking. We consider that the re-
sults show some commonalities with human learning.
Keywords: cognitive modeling; intrinsic motivation; curios-
ity; ACT-R

Introduction
Although curiosity is assumed to be an effective source of
motivation that encourages humans to engage in long-term
learning, it does not always work effectively. To explore the
conditions in which intrinsic motivation works well, we ex-
amine the influence of the levels of the thinking process that
many cognitive scientists have discussed (e.g., Brooks, 1986;
Kahneman, 2011). This study does not go into the details
and differences of such theories but assumes broad distinc-
tions between the shallow automatic level in which a person
does not think carefully (fast process) and the deep delibera-
tive level in which a person takes time to think carefully (slow
process).

This study aims to clarify the role of intrinsic motiva-
tion in such levels of thinking. To accomplish this, we pre-
pared models that instantiate the information processing of
each thinking level. The prepared models were constructed
based on a cognitive architecture, which is a structure en-
abling cognitive functions in various tasks by various indi-
viduals (Anderson, 2007). By assuming a common structure,
differences in the thinking levels are represented as combina-
tions of primitive processes provided by the architecture.

Of the several cognitive architectures developed to date,
this study uses Adaptive Control of Thought–Rational (ACT-
R; Anderson, 2007) because this architecture has the most
publications showing the details of the models for various
tasks (see Kotseruba & Tsotsos (2018) for a quantitative re-
view). By referring to these models, we can implement sev-
eral thinking levels with the validation made by the previous

studies. Furthermore, ACT-R has two types of knowledge
(declarative and procedural), which seem useful to represent
different levels of thinking.

As a representation of curiosity in ACT-R, this study uses
a mechanism proposed in our previous study (Nagashima,
Morita, & Takeuchi, 2020). Although there are other op-
tions for motivation theory in ACT-R (e.g., Juvina, Larue,
& Hough, 2018), our previous proposal has the advantage
of implementing curiosity as rewards accompanied by pat-
tern matching. We consider this characteristic effective to
examine the complex relations between curiosity and levels
of thinking. However, our previous study failed to demon-
strate that the mechanism relates to human learning. There-
fore, the current study newly implements models of different
processing levels and tries to find common features with hu-
man learning by examining the relation between those levels
and the mechanism of intrinsic motivation.

In order to clearly present the goal of this study, the follow-
ing section shows previous studies concerning intrinsic mo-
tivation and ACT-R. Following this, we briefly introduce a
curiosity mechanism proposed by Nagashima et al. (2020).
We then discuss this mechanism’s implementation and run
simulations of a specific task. Finally, we summarize the im-
plications of the study and indicate future directions.

Related Works
As noted above, curiosity is regarded as a type of intrinsic
motivation. Therefore, this section introduces studies con-
cerning intrinsic motivation to explore situations in which cu-
riosity works effectively. Following this, a brief introduction
of ACT-R is presented, focusing on the relationship with lev-
els of thinking.

Intrinsic Motivation in Humans and Artificial
Intelligence
To date, a large body of studies has been created concerning
learning as facilitated by intrinsic human motivation. For ex-
ample, Malone (1981) categorized intrinsic motivation into
three types: “challenge,” which comes from goals of appro-
priate difficulty; “fantasy,” which leads to the imagination of
unrealistic experiences; and “curiosity,” which is stimulated
by something surprising, interesting, or fun. These types are
not independent but interrelated. Therefore, reviewing the
categories other than curiosity can also help to place the study
in a broader context.



Malone’s classification of motivation as challenge has been
related to the discussion of the optimal level of intrinsic mo-
tivation (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908).
In humans, there are appropriate levels of task difficulty at
which intrinsic motivation is stimulated. Based on this idea,
Baranes, Oudeyer, and Gottlieb (2014) found through exper-
iments that intrinsic motivation that is neither too high nor
too low for a task is effective. Furthermore, the appropriate
level of difficulty for an individual depends on the individ-
ual’s preferred level of thinking. Based on this discussion, we
assumed the dependency of the appropriateness of the chal-
lenge on an individual’s level of thinking. In other words, in-
trinsic motivation can be enhanced by providing tasks that are
suitable for the level of thinking that the individual prefers.

We consider that the above discussion of challenge cannot
be separated from a discussion of curiosity. Rather, we treat
curiosity as a mechanism of intrinsic motivation evoked by
the appropriate difficulty of a task. Various studies of ar-
tificial agents have addressed the mechanisms of curiosity.
The key principle of modeling curiosity can be obtained from
the theory of prediction error (Friston, 2010). The emotions
of surprise, interest, and enjoyment that trigger curiosity are
caused by discrepancies between perceptions of the external
world and predictions derived from experience. Based on this
theory, autonomous agents have been constructed to learn an
environment based on curiosity (Aubret, Matignon, & Has-
sas, 2019; Schmidhuber, 2010; Singh, Barto, & Chentanez,
2005). In contrast to conventional reinforcement learning, in
which one receives a reward directly from the external envi-
ronment (Sutton & Barto, 1998), the rewards generated from
intrinsic motivation fluctuate depending on the state of the
internal environment.

In recent years, this topic has progressed remarkably with
a framework for deep reinforcement learning through an end-
to-end approach (Burda et al., 2018; Mnih et al., 2015;
Pathak, Agrawal, Efros, & Darrell, 2017). In particular,
Burda et al. (2018) have shown that agents with curiosity can
learn a wide range of environments and improve their game
scores without explicit extrinsic rewards.

Levels of Thinking in ACT-R
The studies presented in the previous section implemented
curiosity-based agents using a reinforcement-learning frame-
work. However, with the framework alone, it is difficult to
explore situations in which intrinsic motivation functions ef-
fectively. Thus, a framework that seamlessly connects the
learning algorithms and the process of inference in a task is
needed.

As noted previously, we use ACT-R as such a framework to
connect multiple levels of thinking and curiosity-based learn-
ing. ACT-R has modules corresponding to brain regions. For
example, the declarative module (prefrontal cortex) retains
experience and knowledge, and the goal module (anterior cin-
gulate cortex) manages states in tasks. The production rules
stored in the production module (basal ganglia) are selected
based on the status of such modules, and they send commands

Figure 1: Flowchart of the task continuation framework pre-
sented in (Nagashima et al., 2020). A positive reward is gen-
erated by “pattern matching” accompanied by memory re-
trieval.

to the modules as actions (e.g., they search for knowledge that
meets the conditions and update the current state of the task).
These rules include variables that realize flexible correspon-
dence (pattern matching) with module states. According to
the ACT-R theory, pattern matching is realized in the cerebral
cortex, specifically the prefrontal cortex. If knowledge re-
trieval from the declarative module becomes unnecessary in
the task, the role of the basal ganglia becomes dominant in the
process of proceduralizing the task. Therefore, we consider
pattern matching accompanied by memory retrieval the crite-
rion that distinguishes a deliberative level of thinking from a
shallow level of thinking in ACT-R. In other words, the shal-
low level of thinking involves little pattern matching, while
the deliberative level of thinking involves extensive pattern
matching.

Mechanism of Curiosity in ACT-R
This section presents the mechanism of intrinsic motivation
proposed by Nagashima et al. (2020). According to their ba-
sic idea, curiosity, especially that involving a higher cognitive
function, is connected with pattern matching. Several authors
have stated that enjoyment, a source of curiosity (Friston,
2010), is related to discovering novel patterns in the envi-
ronment (Caillois, 1958; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Huizinga,
1939; Koster, 2004; Schmidhuber, 2010). Following such
discussion, Nagashima et al. (2020) focused on a mechanism
of pattern matching by computers as a concept that corre-
sponds to pattern discovery by humans.

Moreover, based on the correspondence between human
curiosity and pattern matching, Nagashima et al. (2020) pro-
posed a framework for task continuation in a general envi-
ronment (Figure 1). This framework assumes a task that con-
sists of several rounds. At the start of each round, the model
decides whether to continue or stop the task by selecting pro-
duction rules corresponding to each option. After it decides to
continue the task, the model proceeds with the round. When
the model encounters a condition that ends the round, a new
round begins.

The selection of production rules is controlled by utility
learning in ACT-R (Wai-Tat & Anderson, 2006). In the above
process, the initial utility value of the continue rule is consid-
ered higher than that of the stop rule. The process of becom-



ing bored from this initial state can be modeled by assigning
a trigger of a negative reward to the rule that recognizes the
end of each round.

To prevent boredom and consider the conditions that result
in positive rewards and continued learning, curiosity is re-
quired. In this mechanism, rules that trigger positive rewards
are defined as rules that fire as a result of the successful re-
trieval of declarative knowledge in the task. The search for
declarative knowledge requires pattern matching between the
conditional clauses of the rule (the current situation) and the
memory in declarative knowledge. However, this rule gradu-
ally becomes used for repeated executions; that is, “produc-
tion compilation” in ACT-R integrates the two rules and gen-
erates a compressed hierarchical rule. After integration oc-
curs, it becomes routine and cannot be related to a reward.
Then, the utility value of the continue rule decreases, and the
stop rule fires.

Therefore, the framework represents the decrease in cu-
riosity that comes from the discrepancy between the model’s
predictions (routine compiled knowledge) and the results of
the action. In short, long-term task continuation is achieved
by keeping the model engaged in pattern matching between
the conditional clauses of production rules and declarative
knowledge. Thus, the mechanism is consistent with the key
principle of curiosity (Friston, 2010), while it utilizes the
distinction between declarative and procedural knowledge in
ACT-R.

Simulation
To examine the conditions in which curiosity functions effec-
tively, we conducted a simulation study using the mechanism
presented above. In this section, we first clarify the purpose
of the simulation. Following this, the actual manipulations of
the simulation are defined, and the results are presented.

Aims and Indicators
The purpose of the simulation was to address the following
two successive questions:

1. What kinds of factors stimulate curiosity?
2. How does stimulated curiosity affect task learning?

To address the first question, this simulation manipulated
the learning factors from both the internal and external view-
points. The external factor can be considered the breadth of
the learning environment (difficulty of the task), while the
internal factor corresponds to the cognitive strategies (levels
of thinking) implemented in which the model can be used.
The influence of these internal/external factors on curiosity is
measured as (a) the number of continuations of a task (num-
ber of firings of the continue rule in Figure 1).

The second question is explored because task continuation
does not always contribute to task learning. To assess the ef-
fects of intrinsic motivation on task learning, we examined
(b) the goal achievement rate, (c) the behavior pattern of the
environment search, and (d) the number of newly generated

rules. The index (b) is the outcome of task learning, and the
index (d) indicates the internal changes in the model caused
by task continuation. Regarding the connection between out-
comes and internal changes, the present study computed the
behavioral index (c) as the information entropy of the envi-
ronment search:

Hr =
−∑i∈n p(xi) log p(xi)

logn
(1)

where xi and n indicate each location and the number of lo-
cations in the map, respectively. This index increases if the
model explores the environment extensively but decreases if
the model insists on the same behavioral pattern during the
task.

Simulation Conditions
We used maze searching as a task and manipulated the exter-
nal factor by changing the size of the map; the internal factor
was searching strategies as the model’s level of thinking. Fig-
ure 2 shows the overview of the manipulations.

Figure 2: Manipulations of external and internal factors.

Manipulation of the External Factor Figure 2a depicts
several maze maps, which were automatically created in a
grid world using a maze generation algorithm that randomly
changed wall positions with the constraint of avoiding a loop
structure. As a parameter for the algorithm, we varied the
map sizes between 5×5, 7×7 and 9×9. Ten maps were pre-
pared for each size. These maps were given a start and a goal
by choosing two positions having the largest number of in-
tersections to traverse. The map was included in the model
as location information that uses declarative knowledge to
construct a topological map (Reitter & Lebiere, 2010). The
model’s current location is maintained as a slot content of the
goal buffer. In each round, the model was first located at the
start position and moved to the next location by retrieving the
path from the declarative module. When the current location
matched the goal, a new round began. The model repeated



this for each map until it became bored (fired the stop rule in
Figure 1).

Manipulation of the Internal Factor To manipulate the
internal factor, we prepared three models corresponding to
the different levels of thinking in the above environment. Fig-
ure 2b illustrates the abstract flow of the models, presenting
the shallowest model (the left model), the most deliberative
model (the right model), and the intermediate model (the mid-
dle model). Because these models were developed based on
Nagashima et al. (2020), please refer to the original literature
for the details of the base model. Brief descriptions of each
model are as follows.

1. Random model (random)
At each point in the movement, the model stochastically
fires a rule representing the next direction (east, west,
south, or north). Based on the direction and current posi-
tion, the model searches for a path from declarative knowl-
edge. If the model succeeds in finding a path, it moves to
the location according to the direction searched (changing
the state of the goal buffer). If the model fails to find a path,
it repeats the same procedure. As the rounds proceed, the
model compiles such retrieved declarative knowledge into
procedural rules.

2. Stochastic DFS model (DFS)
This model uses a stochastic depth-first search (DFS), as
presented in Reitter and Lebiere (2010). This strategy de-
termines a path by backtracking with the stack structure
implemented by ACT-R’s declarative and imaginal mod-
ules. As with the random model, this model first stochas-
tically determines the direction of movement. After suc-
cessfully retrieving a path linking the current location to
the directed location, the model creates a new chunk link-
ing the two locations as “already searched” and stores it
in the declarative module. The model repeats this process
until it reaches a goal or fails to retrieve a path. When
the model fails to retrieve a path (reaches a dead end), it
reverts to the previous location using a memorized chunk
(already searched). Like the random model, the stochas-
tic DFS model learns new rules by compiling declarative
knowledge on paths, but it can repeat more rounds because
it has internal resources that allow it to reach a goal effec-
tively.

3. Stochastic DFS and IBL model (DFS+IBL)
This model is the same as that presented in Nagashima et
al. (2020). The model performs a combination of the prob-
abilistic DFS (Reitter & Lebiere, 2010) and instance-based
learning (IBL: Gonzalez, Lerch, & Lebiere, 2003).1 At the
beginning of the task, the model uses the stochastic DFS to
explore the maze. Each time the model reaches a goal, it
labels all the chunks used in the current round as the “cor-
rect path.” In the next rounds, if the model can retrieve the

1Although the original IBL used a blending mechanism, the cur-
rent model does not use the mechanism; it only utilizes the learning
in declarative memory.

knowledge, it uses it. If it cannot retrieve it, the model uses
a probabilistic DFS to reach the goal from the current po-
sition. Among the three models, this model has the most
deliberative and costly strategy. It always tries to memo-
rize chunks and retrieve correct paths from its memory. As
the round proceeds, however, the model accumulates the
“correct path” and eventually compiles it into procedural
knowledge, which leads to the most effective goal achieve-
ment behavior.

Parameters The simulation used the default ACT-R 7.14.
The initial utility value of the continue rule was set to 10, and
the initial utility value of the stop rule was set to 5.2 We also
assigned negative reward triggers (r = 0), which were lower
than the initial utility value of the stop rule, to rules that rec-
ognized the end of the round (reaching a goal or recognizing
that the time limit of each round had passed) and assigned
positive reward triggers to rules that included pattern match-
ing as curiosity. In this study, we selected the path finding
rule accompanied by the pattern matching to the declarative
memory as a positive reward trigger and varied the value from
1 to 20 as the simulation conditions (strength of curiosity).
For each condition of the positive reward value, the model
ran the task 1000 times at a maximum of 80 rounds each time.
In addition, we set the time limit for each round to 100 s in
ACT-R simulation time. When the time limit was reached,
the model was forced to move to the next round.

Results
Figure 3 displays the results of the simulation as a function of
the reward values for path finding. Each point in the graphs
indicates the average scores of the four indices (n = 10000).
The effects of the external factor (the map sizes) are shown
in the difference of the three lines in each graph, and the in-
fluence of the internal factor can be seen by comparing the
three graphs vertically aligned in the figure. The horizon-
tal alignment of the graphs corresponds to the four indices
presented at the beginning of this section, and the rightmost
figures are correlation matrices of the indices and the two de-
pendent variables (rewards and map size). In the following
section, we examine the details of the results according to the
two questions presented as the aims of this simulation.

Factors Stimulating Curiosity The left three graphs in
Figure 3-a indicate the number of continued rounds. The
strong effects of the internal factor on this index are clearly
seen. In the upper two models (DFS+IBL and DFS), greater
intrinsic rewards increased the number of task continuations
(DFS+IBL: r = .94; DFS: r = .97). In contrast, the random
model indicated a weaker correlation between the rewards
and the number of rounds (r = .67), exhibiting an inverted
U shape. Greater intrinsic rewards promoted task continua-
tion until approximately 14 and then decreased task contin-
uation. This inverted U shape suggests the existence of an

2Following Anderson et al. (2004), noise parameters were set as
follows: ans (activation noise level) = 0.4 and egs (production noise
level) = 0.5.
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Figure 3: Results of simulation. The panels distinguish models vertically and indicators horizontally. The error bars in each
graph represent the standard deviation scaled by 10.3 The vertical axes of the graphs show the titles of the graphs. a: number of
rounds continued, b: goal rates, c: entropy, and d: number of new rules generated by the production compilation. The rightmost
graphs show e: correlation matrices between each variable.

optimal level, which is frequently pointed out in theories of
intrinsic motivation. For example, according to Yerkes and
Dodson (1908)’s classical theory, as a learner’s arousal level
increases, performance increases to a certain point and de-
creases beyond that point.

The effects of manipulating the external factor also var-
ied between the three models (DFS+IBL: r = −.17, DFS:
r = −.09, random: r = .08). In the upper two models, we
observed the negative effects of the size of the external fac-
tor, especially in high-reward conditions. Greater intrinsic re-
wards were more effective in smaller maps, where the model
could more easily reach a goal. In other words, it suggested
that applying DFS to a wide range of environments was not
effective in obtaining internal rewards. The DFS strategy
needed to backtrack to find a path, but the time cost of back-
tracking increased with the size of the map, which can be
interpreted as decreasing the chances of finding a path within
a limited time period.

Effects of Task Continuation on Learning The remain-
ing of the indices in Figure 3 indicate how the stimulated in-
trinsic motivation affected task learning. As can be seen in
the upper two models, larger rewards increased the entropy
(IBL+DFS: r = .47, DFS: r = .51) and the number of learned
rules (IBL+DFS: r = .98, DFS: r = .88), indicating that the
deliberative strategy made use of intrinsic rewards to expand
the search of the environments. Furthermore, the learning
outcome results reveal the effects of IBL. The model with
IBL (the upper model) showed the positive effects of intrin-

sic rewards (r = .16), especially in the smaller maps (5×5:
r = .97, 7×7: r = .97, 9×9: r =−.17). However, the intrin-
sic rewards in the model without IBL had no effect on goal
achievement (r =−.00).

Note that the IBL itself did not always work effectively
in terms of goal rates. In the smaller-reward conditions, the
IBL model had lower goal rates than the DFS-only model.
However, when greater intrinsic rewards were given, the per-
formance of the model with IBL exceeded that of the model
without IBL. As described previously, IBL is a costly and
slow strategy that always tries to retrieve a correct path.
Therefore, it takes time to make use of such experiences to
improve performance. However, it can be assumed that it is
difficult to learn to reach a goal without labels of the cor-
rect paths. As the flat pattern of the goal rates in the DFS
model without IBL (Figure 3-2-b) indicates, the lack of ex-
plicit correct labels led to disoriented wandering behaviors in
the environment.

Unlike the other two models, the random model with a
shallow strategy had a different overall trend. Like the re-
sults of the number of rounds, the number of skills (corre-
lation with the reward: r = −.88) and goal rates (correla-
tion with the reward: r = −.46) exhibited inverted U-shaped
trends. Furthermore, in Figure 3-3-a, the peaks of the in-
verted U shapes in these two indices are smaller than that
in the number of rounds, reflecting negative correlations of
the two indices with the intrinsic rewards. More critically,

3The standard deviation rather than the standard error, which
varies with n, is used to indicate the variability in the data.



in Figure 3-3-c, intrinsic reward has a negative effect on en-
tropy (r = −.16). These results suggest that higher intrinsic
rewards triggered by path finding strengthen irrational low-
level behaviors (repetitive visits of the same locations with-
out expanding the search) rather than leading to the creation
of additional rules to achieve the goal. The compiled rule in
the random model can be found in the appendix.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to examine the conditions in
which intrinsic motivation affects learning. To achieve this
purpose, we modified the previous model for intrinsic motiva-
tion in ACT-R (Nagashima et al., 2020) to represent different
levels of thinking. Unlike the conventional methods for rein-
forcement learning (Aubret et al., 2019; Schmidhuber, 2010;
Singh et al., 2005), the ACT-R architecture makes it possible
to represent a detailed strategy for different thinking levels
with realistic time constraints. We consider those features
of ACT-R (different knowledge representations and assump-
tions of simulating reaction time) useful for representing the
distinctions of levels of thinking and examining complex in-
teractions with curiosity.

In the simulation, we manipulated the external and inter-
nal factors. As a result, the deliberative models showed the
positive effects of intrinsic motivation on task continuation,
learning skills, and searching behaviors. Regarding the out-
comes of learning, however, only the slowest and most costly
model benefited from intrinsic motivation. The model that did
not evaluate the correctness of retrieval exhibited disoriented
wandering through the environment. Moreover, the model
that did not memorize the environment was negatively influ-
enced by intrinsic motivation.

Summarizing these findings, we were able to character-
ize the effects of curiosity on behaviors in different levels of
thinking. There are claims that intrinsic motivation works
well with deliberative thinking, which requires “autonomy,”
“mastery,” and “purpose,” and that extrinsic motivation works
well with shallow thinking, which is usually used in routine
work (Pink, 2011). Our model’s behaviors follow this idea,
thereby corresponding to the human learning process.

In the future, we will analyze the causal relationship be-
tween each variable in detail to disentangle the complexities
of the results presented in Figure 3. In addition, we will ar-
range the task setting to include the process of obtaining ini-
tial motivation. In the present study, we assumed that humans
start with high motivation for a task. However, in reality, a
person’s motivation for a task is likely to vary depending on
the difficulty and contents of the task (Malone, 1981), as pre-
sented in the DFS and IBL model in the 9×9 condition. We
considered that those results indicating the relative ineffec-
tiveness of curiosity in difficult tasks were caused by the time
limit. Therefore, we also need to examine the effect of time
limits on the relation between the level of thinking and the
strength of curiosity. By conducting studies addressing such
limitations, we can explore more detailed conditions of task

continuation, especially those before a model reaches optimal
levels.

Appendix
Listing 1 presents rules relating the movement of locations
in the random model (Check-Path and Check-Goal) and a
rule that was generated through the production compilation
of those rules (Check-Path-And-Check-Goal).

Listing 1: Productions rules in the random model. Strings in
brackets indicates variables.

Check−Path
If

The current task status is ‘confirming’
The current location is <location1>
The retrieved path has <location2>

Then
Change the current task status to ‘check−goal’
Change the current location to <location2>

Check−Goal
If

The current task state is ‘check−goal’
The current location is <location>
The goal is not <location>

Then
Change the current task status to ‘check−goal’

Check−Path−And−Check−Goal
If

The current task status is ‘confirming’
The current location is the <location1>
The retrieved path has the <location2>
The goal is not <location2>

Then
Change the current location to <location2>
Change the current task status to ‘check−goal’

Check-Path moves the current location in the goal buffer
to the location described in the retrieved path. Check-Goal
confirms that the moved location is not the goal in order to
continue searching for the goal location. The compiled rule
integrates those rules, having the condition that checks the
retrieved destination is not the goal location and the action
that leads to non-goal locations. This production is further
integrated with rules retrieving the path with specific desti-
nations and becomes a rule conflicting with the rule leading
to the goal location. It can be considered that the inverted U
shape presented in the random model of Figure 3 occurs as a
result of generating such goal-avoiding rules.
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